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The was not just limited to Dodges, but also powered Plymouth and Chrysler cars as well. The
engine was remarkably efficient, durable and proved to be Chrysler's mainstay for many of its
vehicles over the decades. Chrysler was known for its superiority in engine technology over
Ford and General Motors. The automaker produced a wide variety of six-cylinder and V-8
engines. Chrysler's Slant-6 served as a base engine for many of the low-end Dodge and
Plymouth offerings in the early s. In , Chrysler introduced the cubic-inch V It was designated an
"LA" for a "lightweight" A-type engine. It produced up to horsepower. The set the stage for the ,
which was introduced in The was engineered for the smaller Dodges and Plymouths on a to
inch wheelbase and later the larger full-size Chrysler line of cars. Ultimately, virtually all Dodge
cars were equipped with the optional The had a 3. Its compression ratio in was a hefty 9. It was
equipped with a two-barrel carburetor and generated horsepower at rpm and foot-pounds of
torque. The had all the characteristics to be transformed into a high-performance engine with a
little tweaking. But the came along just one year after the made its debut. The followed in The
and stole much of the 's thunder as they provided the perfect size and versatility for
high-performance modification. When the appeared later, it usurped the and as Chrysler's
premier high-performance engine behind the legendary Hemi V-8s. While the Dodge Challenger
and larger, third-generation Plymouth Barracudas were generally equipped with the bigger V-8s,
the proved to be a perfect engine for the early and smaller Dodge Dart and Plymouth Barracuda.
The engine packed a wallop, but was not too unwieldy for the smaller frame cars. Even the
modestly designed Plymouth Valiant, Volare and Aspen received the It also was the engine of
choice for police cruisers, such as the Dodge Diplomat and Plymouth Gran Fury. While the , and
V-8s got all the attention, the proved to be Chrysler's best-selling V This was due partly to
keeping the 's two-barrel carburetor that allowed a measure of fuel efficiency. Carefully
maintained, the could achieve 16 mpg. Chrysler introduced the Magnum in that came with a new
block and heads. The Magnum featured high-flow heads for better intake. The Magnum, which
was used in Dodge trucks, was a better engineered and more efficient engine. But by , the was
dropped in favor of the that remained as the only high-powered optional engine for the Dodge
pickups. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and editing for
newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the
Middle East. Dodge Engine Information by Rob Wagner. Specifications The had a 3. Lost in the
Shuffle The had all the characteristics to be transformed into a high-performance engine with a
little tweaking. Best Seller While the , and V-8s got all the attention, the proved to be Chrysler's
best-selling V Magnum Chrysler introduced the Magnum in that came with a new block and
heads. Writer Bio Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and
editing for newspapers and magazines. It was factory-installed in passenger vehicles, trucks
and vans, commercial vehicles, marine and industrial applications from through The
combustion chambers are wedge -shaped, rather than the polyspherical combustion chambers
in the predecessor A engine or the hemispherical combustion chambers in the Chrysler Hemi
engine. All versions are made of cast iron, except for the Viper V10 which is aluminum. LA
engines have the same 4. The "LA" stands for "Light A", as the older "A" engine it was closely
based on was nearly 50 pounds heavier. It is essentially a six-cylinder version of the V8. In it
used a two-barrel Holley carburetor and hydraulic tappets. In it was upgraded with throttle-body
fuel injection and roller tappets which it retained until the Magnum update. Next, in the Magnum
update, the throttle-body fuel injection was upgraded to a multi-point fuel injection. The engine
was produced through before it was replaced with the 3. It had a bore and stroke of 3. It had a
mechanical solid lifter valvetrain until when hydraulic lifters were introduced; hydraulic lifters
generally make for a quieter valvetrain. The reciprocating assembly included a cast or forged
steel crankshaft, drop forged steel connecting rods and cast aluminum pistons. The valvetrain
consisted of a cast nodular iron camshaft, solid or hydraulic lifters, solid pushrods and
shaft-mounted, malleable iron rocker arms stamped steel on later hydraulic-cam engines. These
actuated the overhead steel intake and exhaust valves. The cylinder heads featured
wedge-shaped combustion chambers with a single intake and a single exhaust valve for each
cylinder. Spark plugs were located in the side of the cylinder head, between the exhaust ports. It
featured a 4-bbl. In only the muffler was of "straight through" construction. A special version
was also available in only - it used a 0. It was available in the Dodge Dart only, and the car so
equipped was called the "D-Dart", a reference to its classification in NHRA D-stock for drag
racing, which was the car's only intended purpose. It appeared shortly after the , in , and proved
tremendously successful. The LA engine was available until when it was superseded by the
Magnum version See below. It used hydraulic lifters and a two barrel carburetor for most of its
production, though four-barrel Carter Thermo-Quad and Rochester Quadrajet carburetors were
used in police applications starting in The received roller lifters and a fast-burn cylinder head in
Throttle-body electronic fuel injection was factory equipment on the Imperial. From to , another

throttle-body fuel injection system was used for truck and van applications. Its block was bored
out to 4. Anticipating higher loads resulting from racing operation, the engineers fitted a forged
shot peened steel crankshaft instead of the cast nodular iron unit used in the This also included
shot peened hammer-forged steel connecting rods and high compression cast aluminum
pistons with full floating pins. A 4-barrel carburetor was mated to a high-rise, dual plane intake
manifold feeding high-flow cylinder heads that are still considered among the best of that era.
An aggressive cam was fitted to take advantage of the much better breathing top end. The
4-speed cars got an even hotter cam, but it was discontinued for , where both automatic and
manual cars shared the same cam. The engine was equipped with hydraulic lifters and two bolt
main bearing caps, leading some to initially underestimate the 's potential. The '71 's
compression ratio was The also used additional heavy-duty parts, such as a double-row roller
timing chain and sump-mounted windage tray. This version featured a heavy duty short block
with additional webbing to allow for aftermarket installed 4 bolt main bearing caps. The
application-specific cylinder heads featured relocated intake pushrod passages with offset
rocker arms that allowed the pushrods to be moved away from the intake ports, which could
improve airflow if the pushrod-clearance "hump" was ground away from the intake port by the
end user. An aluminum intake manifold mounted three Holley carburetors, and a dual points
ignition system was fitted. The combination of rising gasoline prices and insurance company
crackdown on high-performance vehicles saw the relatively expensive detuned and phased out.
It remained a high performance engine through , but was de-tuned in with the introduction of
low compression 8. It was released in with a two barrel carburetor. The used the large intake
port heads with a smaller intake valve of 1. Starting with , the was exclusively used in Dodge
trucks and vans. Some prototypes for the EH1 featured Mopar Performance W2 heads, although
the production units had the standard heads. Some police package cars came from the factory
with a steel crank and h-beam rods. The LA was replaced in by the 5. The last variation of the LA
series to be introduced before the Magnum upgrade was the throttle-body fuel injection , roller
cam engine. An in-tank electric pump and reservoir replaced the earlier mechanical camshafteccentric driven pump. The valvetrain was upgraded to include hydraulic roller lifters, however
cam specs remained essentially unchanged. The resulting engine was somewhat improved as
to power and efficiency, and the 5. However, with other manufacturers already introducing the
superior multi-point fuel injection system, Chrysler Corporation considered a more drastic
upgrade program. As the TBI engines were being introduced, the new upgrade program was
initiated in the Chrysler engineering department. In , with emissions standards becoming ever
more stringent in the United States, Chrysler Corporation released the first of the upgraded
engines. In , Chrysler introduced the first of a series of upgraded versions of the LA Engines.
The Chrysler Magnum engines are a series of V6, V8, and V10 powerplants used in a number of
Chrysler Corporation motor vehicles, as well as in marine and industrial applications. This
family of gasoline-burning engines lasted for over a decade, were installed in vehicles sold
across the globe, and were produced in the millions. The cylinder block remained basically the
same. It was still a V-shaped, degree design made of cast iron. The crankshaft, located to the
bottom of the block by five main bearing caps, was cast nodular iron, and the eight connecting
rods were forged steel. The pistons were cast aluminum, with a hypereutectic design. Coolant
passages were located between the cylinders. The gerotor-type oil pump was located at the
bottom rear of the engine, and provided oil to both the crankshaft main bearings and the
cylinder heads via the lifters and pushrods, as opposed to a drilled passage on LA engines.
Chrysler's engineers also redesigned the oil seals on the crankshaft to improve anti-leak seal
performance. Gasoline was supplied to the intake manifold through a pair of steel rails that fed
eight Bosch-type, top-fed, electronically actuated fuel injectors; there was one injector located
in each intake runner. Fuel pressure was regulated by a vacuum-controlled pressure regulator,
located on the return side of the second fuel rail. Excess fuel was thereafter delivered back to
the fuel tank. Later versions had the regulator and filter mounted at the in-tank pump. To
support the new fuel system, the intake manifold was of a new design. Known colloquially as
the "beer keg" or "kegger" manifold, the part was shaped like half of a beer barrel lying
longitudinally atop the center of the V-shaped engine block. The intake runners, which supplied
the fuel and air to each cylinder, fed each of the intake ports in the newly designed cylinder
heads. The bolts that secured the intake manifold to the cylinder heads were installed at a
different angle than those on the older LA engine; they threaded in vertically, rather than at the
degree angle of the up LA. Air was provided from the air filter intake to the intake manifold by a
Holley-designed, aluminum, twin-venturi, mechanically actuated throttle body, which was bolted
atop the intake manifold. Each venturi was progressively bored and had a diameter of 50mm. A
steel cable connected the accelerator pedal inside the vehicle to a mechanical linkage at the
side of the throttle body, which acted to open the air intake butterfly valves inside the venturis.

During idle these butterfly valves were closed, so a bypass port and the IAC valve were used to
control the intake of air. The cylinder heads were another fundamental change of the Magnum
engine, being designed to meet stricter requirements in both power and emissions by
increasing efficiency. The higher-flowing intake ports stepped up intake flow dramatically in
comparison to the original LA heads, and the exhaust ports improved cylinder evacuation as
well. Spark plugs were located at the peak of the combustion chambers' wedge, between the
exhaust ports; press-in heat shields protected them from the heat of the exhaust manifolds.
Cast iron exhaust manifolds, less restrictive than units found on previous engines, were bolted
to the outboard side of each head. The new cylinder heads also featured stud-mounted rocker
arms, a change from the shaft-mounted LA arms. This last change was due to the different
oiling system of the new engine, as described in the next paragraph. The valvetrain was also
updated, although it was still based on a single, center-block-located camshaft pushing on
hydraulic lifters and pushrods, one for each rocker arm. However, the cast nodular iron
camshaft was of the "roller" type, with each lobe acting upon a hydraulic lifter with a roller
bearing on the bottom; this made for a quieter, cooler-running valvetrain, but also allowed for a
more aggressive valve lift. Each of the lifters acted upon a steel pushrod, which were of the
"oil-through" type. This was another change for the Magnum. Because the new pushrods also
served to provide oil to the top of the cylinder head, the rockers were changed to the AMC-style,
screw-mounted, bridged half-shaft type. The new rockers also had a higher ratio: 1. However,
the boss itself was left in place, perhaps to cut down on casting and machining costs, and to
allow the use of earlier LA heads. Engine timing was controlled by the all-steel, silent Morse
timing chain some early production engines had double-row roller timing sets , which was
located beneath the aluminum timing cover at the front of the engine block. The timing chain
sprockets, one each for the camshaft and crankshaft, were all-steel; for the last few years the
LA engine came with nylon teeth on the sprockets. At the rear of the camshaft was cut a set of
helical gear teeth, these being used to spin the distributor. Mounted to the front of the timing
cover was a new-design counter-clockwise-rotation water pump, with much improved flow. The
ignition system was also all-new for the Magnum. A 36,volt ignition coil, usually located at the
front right of the engine, provided electrical power to the center of the distributor cap, where a
spinning rotor directed the power to each of the individual cylinders' spark plug wires. Ignition
dwell, advance and retardation were electronically controlled by the SBEC. The SBEC controlled
the ignition, as well as the opening and closing of the fuel injectors. During cold startup,
wide-open throttle and deceleration, it did this based on "open-loop", pre-programmed
operating parameters. During normal idle and cruising, it began "closed-loop" operation, during
which the module acted based upon inputs from a variety of sensors. The latter controlled idle
characteristics. By centralizing control of these systems, the operation of the vehicle was
simplified and streamlined. Emissions output was controlled by several systems. The EGR, or
Exhaust Gas Recirculation system, brought exhaust gas from the exhaust stream up to the
intake manifold, lowering peak combustion temperatures, the goal being the reduction of NOX
emissions. As the 5. The 3. Starting in the model year it was entirely withdrawn from production
and replaced with the 3. The Magnum 5. The 5. At the time of its introduction, the 5. General
characteristics: [4]. In , Chrysler Corporation released the next member of the Magnum family:
the 5. The standard 5. It was also installed in the Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 5. As the design
for the 5. This was to be Chrysler's first cylinder engine before the '92 Viper, see below , and can
best be understood as a 5. The 8. The engine lasted through the model year, after which it was
discontinued. Chrysler offers a line of crate engines based on the Magnum designed to bolt into
older muscle cars and street rods with little modification. Some of the changes to facilitate this
were using a water pump so that older pulleys and brackets could be used, as well as an intake
manifold that uses a carburetor instead of electronic fuel injection. The easiest way to
differentiate a bare Magnum block from a LA is by checking for the presence of the two
crankshaft position sensor mounting bosses on the right rear top of the block, just to the rear of
the cylinder head deck surface. All Magnum engines were stamped with a unique engine ID
number. This was located on a flat impression on the cylinder block's right side, near the oil pan
gasket surface. From to , the ID was 19 digits long. An example would be: 4M5. This example is
a From to , the engine ID was shortened to only 13 characters. It differed in that engine
displacement was given in cubic inches rather than in liters, the usage character was dropped
and the serial number was four instead of eight digits long. To add some confusion, not only
was the name Magnum used on Dodge passcar hi-po engines s, and vehicle lines in the late s
and s, it was also applied to the 5. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine.
V6 V8 V Carburetor Throttle-body fuel injection Multiport fuel injection. Chrysler PowerTech
engine Chrysler Hemi engine. Retrieved 17 December Popular Hot Rodding. Archived from the
original on 25 March Thomson Delmar Learning. Archived from the original on 20 February

Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from February Articles with unsourced statements from March Commons category
link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Add links. Chrysler A engine Chrysler B engine. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Chrysler LA engine. The Chrysler-produced Mopar cubic-inch V-8 engine originated
as an "A" series engine in , and was produced through In , the "LA" series replaced the A s.
Chrysler manufactured the LA until The was the base V-8 engine in most Chrysler products,
including Dodge and Plymouth. The A s powered the DeSoto before it ceased production in late
Both versions also served as a workhorse powerplant for Dodge trucks. Chrysler manufactured
the A 's block with a thick wall, which provided considerable strength and reliability. It was
economical, but it also was a heavy engine. The LA version used a thin-wall casting to reduce
the engine's weight by about 50 pounds. Both engines featured a 3. The A generated between
and horsepower, with a 9-to-1 compression ratio, during its production run. The to LA s
developed horsepower, with a 9. By , the LA 's horsepower rating dropped to , and then to in ,
with an 8. Mopar owners could equip the A with a four-barrel carburetor from the factory, but
only two-barrel carbs came with the LA until A quick examination of the shows that the
distributor is at the rear of the engine, next to the firewall. Stamped on a pad on the left front
area of the engine block under the left cylinder head is "" to identify its cubic inch displacement.
The valve covers are fastened with five screws. Casting numbers of the are either on the driver
or passenger side of the engine block. Chrysler was not always consistent with its location.
Casting numbers include a foundry casting date, which simply reads, for example, 6. Casting
numbers are "," "," "" and " At the left of the "" engine displacement designation stamped on
the pad are one or two characters. One is a letter than identifies the assembly plant, such as
"M" for Mound Road assembly plant. A number follows. The number "8," for example, identifies
the engine as manufactured in A "4W" identifies the as assembled at the Windsor, Ontario, plant
in There may be just a single letter to the left of "," which is the assembly plant code, or the last
number in the year of the engine. The "" also has a single letter to its right. An "R" denotes the
engine uses regular gasoline while "P" indicates the engine uses premium fuel. Rob Wagner is
a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines.
His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Mopar Engine
Identification by Rob Wagner. Displacement Identification A quick examination of the shows
that the distributor is at the rear of the engine, next to the firewall. Casting Numbers Casting
numbers of the are either on the driver or passenger side of the engine block. Letters and
Numbers At the left of the "" engine displacement designation stamped on the pad are one or
two characters. Even Mopar guys seem to relegate small-blocks to one of two fates: leaving 'em
running happily bone-stock in beaters or tossing 'em in the dumpster after an engine swap.
Sadly, the most ubiquitous LA engine has always been viewed as the useless punk of the
family. At the risk of generalizing, they are almost never built as performance engines.
Introduced in as a two-barrel engine with a bore and stroke of 3. Their image was soon trampled
by the performance in and later strangled by abysmally low compression and regressive smog
equipment. They are rarely considered for a rebuild because performance pistons are hard to
come by, and even if they weren't, most small-block Mopar fans faced with the financial hurdle
of a total rebuild will spend a few bucks more to pick up a engine core, which are still a dime a
dozen. On the other side of the coin, considering the sheer numbers of s installed in a variety of
body styles, a sizable percentage of entry-level Mopars are found with fine-running s between
the fenders. Either that or you can find one free for the taking chances are there's one laying in
the street in front of your house right now , making it a prime choice for a Junkyard Jewel
buildup. Now we must consider the paradox of the how to extract proud power while saving
nickels and dimes for the preordained engine replacement to follow. The easy thing to do would
be to dress our 'teen with aftermarket goodies like a cheerleader headed for the prom, but
philosophically and practically, the lends itself more to a bucks-down, workingman's buildup.
The Good NewsFirst, we need to establish clarity here; s can run. Though the bore is a little
under the "magic" 4. With the stock 6. The Bad NewsWhere does the fall over? Stock heads,
with the exception of the 'up four-barrel heads borrowed from the , are small-port assemblies
with paltry 1. Head flow in stock form is poor. Next, typical pistons are of the flattop variety, but
are factory-installed at anywhere from 0. Finally, there's the pipsqueak OE camshaft, with the
most common grind lifting the valves a meager 0. Add two-barrel induction and restrictive iron
exhaust manifolds, and it's easy to see why performance has never been the 's calling card. The
factory SAE net rating on stock s from ''88 varied between and hp. The CoreOur Jewel is an '84
that we plucked years ago from a ,mile Diplomat cop car, then freshened with new rings and

bearings without setting foot in a machine shop, plunked into an A-Body, and hammered
through another , miles of daily use. It served us well, but was ultimately removed in favor of a
Despite the taxicab mileage, an inspection revealed a modest bore taper of 0. There was life in
that there short-block, even with well over , miles on the bores, pistons, and crank. Credit the
low bore wear to moly rings all its life factory equipment in police s and fleet maintenance at
least until we got ahold of it. No, the factory short-block would live on. But we had to prescribe
the penance for the three mortal sins of the its frailty in compression, flow, and camshaft.
CompressionAn inspection revealed the stock pistons to be 0. With the small cubes and
excessive deck clearance, our 's compression ratio with junkyard heads would fall to the
kerosene-burning range of 8. We needed heads with two criteria: ready availability and small
chamber volumes. The 'and-up swirl-port two-barrel heads casting number filled the bill on both
counts; they come stock with modern, heart-shaped, 59cc chambers and are commonly
available on such exotica as ''91 two-barrel-equipped Chrysler Fifth Avenues, Diplomats, Grand
Furys, pickups, and vans. With large, flat Milodon valves filling the chambers, plus a 0. Cheap
Head FlowThe milled No. Our plan was to find flow by porting the heads and upping the valve
diameter to 2. Valve shrouding isn't any more of an issue than with other small-block Mopar
heads, since as part of the valvejob the chambers were cut concentric to the valve out to near
the line of a Fel-Pro gasket. This makes the chamber quite a bit wider than the 's stock 3. To
address this, the bores were chamfered notched to minimize shrouding by the shelf left where
the chamber meets the bore. Contrary to popular misconception, 2. The intake port runners
were opened to a gasket size, quite an enlargement from the stock dimension. This move allows
the runners to mate nicely with a performance intake manifold which are typically based on the
larger port dimension or to a stock intake. The exhaust runners were opened to the dimension
of a Fel-Pro header gasket. At the other end of the passages, the seat area was prepped with a
Serdi-machined cut of the chambers out toward the head gasket line to minimize chamber
shrouding of the valve. The oversized seat form was cut, along with a degree bottom cut, which
greatly opened the port bowls. After machining, the hand-porting involved blending the
machined cuts into the as-cast bowls, streamlining the valveguide bosses, then blending and
widening the short turn to a smoothly rolled form from the port floor to the valveseat,
eliminating the various factory humps in the corners of the turn. The fully ported No. Are these
low-buck heads? Getta grinder and learn to use it, and the answer is yes. There's no such thing
as a free lunch; sometimes the trade is time and effort for cubic dollars. CamshaftWith the head
dilemma settled, we meditated on camshaft selection. We visualized the grandeur of a roller or
solid and the possibilities of impressive high-end power. Such thoughts were abandoned, and
clarity came in the form of a street hydraulic cam. Besides the cheaper buy-in for the cam and
lifters, a hydraulic stick would allow us to retain our 's stock, non-adjustable, stamped-steel
rockers and factory pushrods. In a moment of glorious butchery, we installed the cam with a
used chain and gearset. The ExtrasAll that was required to make our 'teen whole was to endow
it with induction and exhaust. Here, we sought to employ the humblest of inductions, a factory
iron four-barrel intake from the smog era, resplendent with a factory ThermoQuad TQ
carburetor. Although devoid of glamour, the factory induction is readily available at charity
pricing, and actually works pretty well. The ignition included the same quarter-million-mile
Mopar electronic distributor and plug wires that had served our on the road. Even the plugs
hadn't seen the light of day in many miles. To the DynoWe arrived at the Westech dyno facility
with what looked like a stock four-barrel engine with headers which wasn't far from the truth
and filled the guys in with the details. Usually supportive of our efforts, dyno operator Steve
Brule was unable to disguise his lack of enthusiasm for our junkyard creation. What should it
make? Freiburger weighed in at ; Brule wasn't expecting , while my number of drew looks of
skepticism. With the opening pull after warm-up, the delivered hp at 5, rpm, then a backup run
showed hp at 5, rpm. Next we began tuning the TQ, leaning the mixture to find hp, then at 5,
After more work on the TQ than we care to discuss and a dozen dyno pulls, we reached our best
numbers with this combination: Stout for any street small-block and enough to puzzle the dyno
crew for such a humble-looking The manifold requires a square-bore carb, unlike our
spread-bore T'Quad, so we also employed a budget four-barrel based on a swap-meet Holley
double-pumper core with a ProForm main body. The new induction certainly made our look
more the part, and after several jetting changes, netted a wild hp at 6, rpm and We were so close
to hp we could taste it. A 1-inch open spacer was positioned under the carb with the intent of
putting it over the top. We found on this combination the carb need to be jetted up much more
than we normally see with the addition of a spacer, requiring four jet sizes front and back. Once
out of a dangerously lean condition, the cracked hp at 6, rpm. Revisiting the ignition timing
found our best output of the day: hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft at 4, rpm. Stout numbers for "just" a
Interestingly, we found the engine made best output with only 30 degrees of total timing,

indicating a very efficient combustion process, akin to the most modern of fast-burn heads.
Wrapping It UpWhat we had at the end of the day was a remarkably stout small-block that can
be built for chump change if you're willing to do the porting time, yet is docile enough for a daily
driver. Address its key shortcomings, and the 'teen can make power that no one would expect.
Like we said earlier, s are almost never built with real performance in mind, though they can
deliver plenty. Therein lies the second paradox of the Close Ad. David Freiburger photographer
Steve Dulcich photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The Chrysler A engine is a
small-block V8 gasoline engine built by Chrysler with polyspherical combustion chambers. It
was produced from until , when it was replaced by the wedge-head LA engine. It is not related to
the hemispherical-head Hemi engine of the same era. The A engine was first released in , and
was used exclusively in Plymouths until The cylinder bore center distance is 4. The A engine
formed the conceptual design basis of its successor, the LA engine. The "Hy-Fire" was the first
A-block engine, produced for in the fall of and sharing almost nothing but the basic concepts
with other engines built by Chrysler. It was replaced by the in , except for in low-priced Plaza
models where it continued to be used during the model year. The Plymouth replaced the in
These dimensions are entirely different from the Chrysler The Plymouth displaces This engine
has a bore of 3. The is the most common version of the A engine, produced from through when
it was replaced in all markets by the LA Only Plymouth used this in and , but it was shared with
the other Chrysler divisions from on. It displaces It was used in the and Plymouth Fury , but was
also an option on Plymouth models lower in the model range. Bristol Cars introduced the in the
Mark II model of their in and continued to use it in the succeeding and until From until early ,
Checker used this engine for their Aerobus limousines. The was launched in Its actual piston
displacement is It uses hydraulic tappets , unlike the earlier A engines, and was used in the
Dodge Coronet. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about non-Hemi based
Polyspheric engines. For Hemi based Polyspheric engines, see Polyspheric. This article has
multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and
when to remove these template messages. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. This article possibly contains original research.
Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements
consisting only of original research should be removed. August Learn how and when to remove
this template message. Motor vehicle engine. Standard Catalog of Chrysler, Marshall Ron
Kowalke ed. Categories : Chrysler engines V8 engines Gasoline engines by model. Hidden
categories: Articles needing additional references from August All articles needing additional
references Articles that may contain original research from August All articles that may contain
original research Articles with multiple maintenance issues Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from May Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Add links. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Chrysler A engine. Skip to main content. Related: mopar poly poly heads wide
block poly mopar poly intake dodge poly poly engine. Include description. Guardian Brake
Products 2 Items 2. Mopar 1 Items 1. Packard 2 Items 2. Not Specified 2 Items 2. No Warranty 1
Items 1. Unspecified Length 1 Items 1. Not Specified 3 Items 3. New 89 Items Used 7 Items 7.
Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers 4. Buy It Now
Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show
only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International Shipping.
Gallery View Customize. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us about
your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Almost gone. Last one. Shipping not
specified. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab.
This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date.
See each listing for international shipping options and costs. The Dodge is an engine that has
been used on various Plymouth and Dodge models throughout the years. When trying to
determine if the Dodge is a good engine, we first need to know the background info about how
this engine came to be and the company that produced it. The Dodge V8 engine was made by
Chryser and produced from to Chrysler is one of the Big Three car manufacturers in the United
States that was first founded in by Walter Chrysler. In the late s, the company was acquired by
Daimler-Benz, a German multinational automotive corporation from Stuttgart. After this merger
in , the company became Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. Between and , many changes happened
within Chryslers company. During this time the engine rose to prominence within their Dodge
models. This kind of engine was effective, efficient in terms of miles per gallon and fuel

economy, and durable for a long-lasting and reliable product. Plymouth was a brand of
automobiles produced by Chrysler, first launched in to create an affordable and low priced car
by the luxurious Chrysler company. It became a huge seller for the car maker until the late s,
with the brand officially withdrawn from production in Regarding the Plymouth models, the
Barracuda and Barracuda Gran Coupe in the and models both used the Dodge engine. The two
variations of Barracuda had two six-cylinder engines available, as well as three different v8
engine options to choose from as the buyer. One of these options? You guessed it â€” the
Dodge engine. Chrysler was known for its superiority and its prevalence over other
corporations at the time due to the engine selections and the high-performance nature of its
cars. Reigning supreme over huge multinational automakers like Ford and General Motors,
Chrysler produced a wide variety of six cylinder and v8 engines to choose from. The Slant-6
from Chrysler served as a base model for most of the affordable and lower-end models
produced from Dodge and Plymouth in the early s. In the mid s, Chrysler introduced their new
inch v8 engine for their vehicles, manufactured to be a lightweight engine that produced an
effective horsepower. During the creation of the new and sporty Barracuda, this fresh-faced,
modern, and fast car joined the existing Dodge Dart GT. Chrysler engineers took this into
account and decided the inch engine needed a tweak to get a little bit faster and have more
horsepower. This high-performance option became the standard option in the new barracuda
Formula S produced from and in the Dodge Dart GT between and The changes to this model
included a new intake manifold , hot cam, dual-point distributor, and large-diameter
single-exhaust system. Along with the additional upgrades, the aesthetic and stylistic upgrades
featured new black finish valve covers, vibrant ribs, and a chrome breather added to the
Charger on the Dodge Dart model. Once these upgrades were completed on the engine,
Chrysler produced the engine. The Dodge was formulated for smaller Dodge cars and
Plymouths that were situated on inch and inch wheelbase. In addition, the engine was later used
for the full-size Chrysler models, spanning a wide range of Chrysler vehicles on the market.
Eventually, every single Dodge car model was equipped with the powerful and reliable Dodge
engine. The Dodge Dart was a line of cars that was made and marketed from to model years.
First appearing on a show car that was later renamed the Dart Diablo, the production Dart
became a midsize car in and switched back to the compact option from to With the first
generation produced for the model years, the Dart cars used the Plymouth platform with a inch
wheelbase. The model offered three trim levels for the market, offering the basic seneca,
Pioneer, and the luxury option of the Phoenix. The new Dart car came with the cubic inch slant
six engine, and with the optional cubic inch v8 engine that fit with the two-barrel or four-barrel
carburetors. This kind of Dodge Dart was created in , complete with optional hood scoops,
blackout hood treatments, and performance qualities when compared to the traditional Dart. In
the Demon Dart car, the engine provided a reliable and durable engine for long-term use. The
Plymouth Scamp was first produced in as the Valiant Scamp, using the Dart Swinger 2-door
hardtop body shell with Valiant front metal and tail lamps used in the previous model year in the
Dart. In the model year, the inception of this type of vehicle, the cubic inch engine was available
as one of the v8 engine options. During the next model year in , the Duster underwent a few
different changes, like adding a new trim package called the Duster TWister. The Twister was
similar in style to the Duster , but came with the v8 engine as the base engine model. In , all
Duster cars and some other Dodge engine cars received a new 8. The Dodge had a 3. In a piston
engine, the cylinder bore is the diameter of each engine cylinder. The engine displacement is
based on the bore and stroke length of the engine utilized. Furthermore, the stroke ratio is
determined by dividing the bore and the stroke , helping to determine the power of the engine
speeds and torque at low engine speeds. The RPM of the engine at high speeds is the
revolutions per minute and the rotational speed around an axis. The torque of the engine is the
rotational equivalent of linear force that alters the turning effect of the car. Along With the bore
and stroke ratio, the compression ratio of the dodge engine was 9. The engine came complete
with a two- barrel carburetor, producing a respectable horsepower at RPM and pounds per foot
of torque. Unfortunately, the dodge was produced just under a year after the dodge made its
debut. The dodge also came out just a year after the dodge was produced, with the dodge and
overshadowing the previous dodge When comparing the and engines with the Dodge , these
two provided more durability, higher reliability, a smaller size, and increased versatility to
provide a higher-performing engine in a more efficient and smaller package. When the dodge
engines were later produced a few years down the line, it overshadowed the previous dodge
and options as well. Although some of the bigger cars on the Dodge lineup were equipped with
bigger engines to provide more horsepower, the did have a niche market that worked especially
well for some specific cars. The Dodge Challenger and the third-generation Plymouth Barracuda
featured larger V8 engines with a higher performance level â€” but smaller Dodge cars worked

very well with the dodge The engine provided enough horsepower for many Dodge vehicles ,
but was not too difficult to use and maneuver for smaller frame vehicles. Similar to the smaller
compact car models and mid-size vehicles, the Plymouth Valiant, Volare, and Aspen used the
dodge engine. Although during this time period the Dodge , , and V8 engine stole the show in
terms of the general population. Noting the benefits, like the fuel economy and power-per-size
ratio, the dodge engine is a reliable and durable choice that was used in multiple Dodge cars of
the time period. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. Mopar and 5. The
good news is that a stroker kit gives them a huge increase in performance. Our 5. Depending on
which stroke crank and final bore size you choose to use, you can build stroker motors of , , or
even cubic inches. A can do everything from power a street work truck to being an all out drag,
oval track or road racing engine depending on how it is built. Many people tend to overlook the
as a high performance engine, which is a shame as it offers many benefits, it is light, compact
and easy to come by and relatively inexpensive. If you are building a high performance or racing
, but do not want to buy a complete stroker kit, we have the individual parts available on these
pages of our site:. The A, LA and 5. The pistons vary as needed to provide the desired
compression ratio with the cylinder heads you will be using. We have a wide range of stroker
applications covered with our kits. Shop and buy the best stroker kits here. We offer technical
assistance, great customer service, quick shipping and reasonable prices. We are working to
get all of the different options listed on our website but it will take some time to complete. In the
mean time, please contact us for assistance and we will be happy to help you with the best kit to
meet your exact requirements. Thank you for your patience and understanding. Our Mopar
stroker engine kits offer a great combination of performance, dependability and affordability. All
of our kits are intended for use as an internal balance assembly. Each of these kits includes:.
See the specification list for the exact parts included in any particular kit. We use only top
quality performance and racing parts in our kits. If you have any questions about the parts
included in a kit please do not hesitate to contact us for kit content confirmation. Premium high
performance and racing stroker kits. Ultimate racing stroker kits include the same great parts as
our competition kits listed above. The difference is that the ultimate kits include Diamond
Pistons brand forged racing pistons and plasma moly file fit piston ring sets. We offer a large
variety of stroker rotating assemblies, Dodge, Plymouth, Mopar stroker kits, and Dodge 5. We
also offer custom piston options with these stroker kits. If you do not see a kit that includes the
items you want , or you need a different bore size or compression piston, please contact us and
we will be happy to help you with a custom configured stroker kit. If you are rebuilding a Mopar
and want a stronger rotating assembly, but do not want to go to a stroker set up, we also have
stock stroke rotating assemblies available. Contact us for information. If you are working on an
older poly engine, we have stroker kits available for your also. The Poly head engine requires
special pistons to work with the original poly spherical combustion chamber heads. Please
contact us for assistance with Poly rotating assemblies, Poly stroker kits, pistons, crankshafts,
rods or bearings. We offer many other parts to go along with the and 5. We have far more
available than what is listed on our website so if you need high performance engine parts or
automatic transmission assembly, torque converter or a related part that you do not see on our
site, please contact us and we will be happy to help. Shop By Brand. Performance Parts. Need
Help? Shop By Vehicle. Many people tend to overlook the as a high performance engine, which
is a shame as it offers many benefits, it is light, compact and easy to come by and relatively
inexpensive If you are building a high performance or racing , but do not want to buy a complete
stroker kit, we have the individual parts available on these pages of our site: Pistons H-Beam
Connecting Rods Stroker Cranks The A, LA and 5. Item added to cart. All rights reserved. Stock
stroke is 3. Compression ratio with chamber volume of. For some reason these motors never
really had a lot of speed equipment made for them or really caught on in the racing world. But
tens of thousands of these motors made their way into to Mopars. The version is a great reliable
engine, and many to Mopars are still propelled by a Poly Fast Forward DaimlerChrysler has
released a new motor to replace the famous "LA" motors that were introduced in as the This
new as of V-8 Mopar motor is a 4. It even has laterally opposed valves, just like a true Hemi. Old
is new again? Below are pictures of the head design used in the new 4. Look familiar? The
premise, then, is using the Poly as a base motor, is it possible to make the old Poly design into
a torque monster? Lucky for us one of the members of the to Mopar Mail List Clubhouse is
doing just that. He has graciously agreed to share his project with everyone! Gary Pavlovich
writes: There are several ways to go with the Poly and I am experimenting in building one now.
You can turn down a crank and nitrite it for surface strength, bore the block. Or, order a 4 inch
stroker crank new Mopar Performance offering just out and bore the block. I am going the inch
route with 2. Initially, I was going to stroke it with the crank along with the. I could use the
additional torque from the inch big stroker. The Poly project would take a size piston because of

the 4. I will have pistons made. After consulting with people more informed than I, a strong case
was made for the 3. The 3. In fact a. Sound advice. I have chosen to pioneer the 'gruesome
torque' aspect of using the Mopar Performance 4 inch stroker crank for my application. One
thing is for certain, building a Poly motor is a cool way to go, with horsepower to boot. I'll issue
updates as my project proceeds. I'll continue to add the rest of the details, parts sources and
prices as they happen and editorialize where I erred and paid too much I am currently
researching ARP head bolts for the Poly. I will be studding the bottom end for added strength.
This pump fits the pre small blocks, including the Poly , with the correct water outlet on the
driver side to match our early Mopars. It is not listed in any of the Summit or other popular
catalogs but is available through them if you give them the correct Flow Kooler part number. I
will be running the Mopar Electronic Dist. One can save some bucks by purchasing a junkyard
electronic dist. Also working on an 11" stall convertor for the pushbutton Torqueflite trans. I
have a great source for Torrington bearing high quality convertors here in San Diego in any size
or stall that is superior to most anything available for the street or strip at a very reasonable
price. Thats it for now. Ordered the Rollmaster timing chain, Clevite bearing for the stroker
crank today from Mancini. Presently working on the '66 Charger rear end to swap in place of the
tapered axle unit. Can't seem to decide between em. All are regrinds except for the Chris
Neilson cam. What would you go with? Well, this project is certainly dragging on; having to wait
for suppliers before I can proceed tests the patience. Update June Gary P. The first piece should
appear in the Sept. The second piece is scheduled for the Oct. I won't "spill the beans" on the
details here, but I think the results were worthy of the undertaking and would encourage anyone
to consider or reconsider building a Poly! After the articles appear, I will share all the
information I have gleaned to those who are interested. Meanwhile, I will help where I can.
Watch here for a review of that material in the future. Used Chevy lightweight. Stroker crank was
polished and internally balanced. Interestingly, the modern 4. If the Mopar figures as found in
the Plymouth factory manual are to be believed, torque of the poly was lb. Now, take torque and
divide it by cubes, then multiply this by , and you get brake mean effective pressure bmep. Try it
for yourself: bmep for the poly is psi. I had a nice engine break-in session on the dyno the other
day with one of my cubic inch Poly Stroker builds. We made HP rpm and ft. As is common with
the Poly engine the HP and Torque curve was very high and flat. We averaged ft. If you are
looking for this in your Mopar poly build: pump gas engine with enough horsepower and torque
to smoke the tires at will but not unmanageable street manners, that is the Poly engine must
start easily, not require extensive tuning to maintain driving pleasure, not require more than a
rpm stall convertor and a 3. A lot of people with a Mopar with a Poly in it think about putting a
later year Mopar engine in their to Mopar. This stroker motor revs up like a SBC [small block
Chevy], you have to watch the tach close. I now see what my engine builder was planning. He
did it with a 3. My other engines you hear carbs open up and that big pull of power going
through the gears. The sound has a little to do with clouding the thinking. Parked next to my
Max Wedge all you could hear was the Poly. Horsepower is for bragging rights, a good flat
torque line through the RPM range. August Mopar Poly head bolt measurements Thanks Rich
and Roger! April 4, Page Version 1. The Mopar polyspherical motor was Chrysler's attempt to
retain the "heavy breathing" benefits of the Hemi head design while reducing the cost of
producing the Hemi engine. The "A" Motor we call the Polyhead. Ferrea custom made stainless
steel 2. Poly brand gasoline pump, with the gas price set at 29 cents per gallon! At the Hemi
Hideout. Our Chrysler, Jeep or Dodge 5. We have to units in stock and ready to roll. A everyday
rebuilt Long Block can end up failing prematurely in many cases. This heavy duty 5. Every that
we sell long block has been completely remanufactured at our state-of-the-art facility using the
latest in upgraded parts and testing. Every block must pass our magnaflux inspection designed
detect any microscopic flaws or cracking. Blocks are then thermal cleaned followed by steel
micro blasting until they achieve a brilliant appearance. Once a block is fully cleaned, we begin
our precision boring and honing process. Using a carbon two-stage power hone we can
maximize the sealed area and ensure to precisely meet the recommended RMA readings.
Computerized micrometers are used to resize rods with strict accordance to factory
recommendations. Crankshaft's are precision cut and micro polished to achieve a 12 RMA
reading or better. We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head until perfect alignment and sealing
of the head gasket is achieved. Our Cylinder Heads are assembled using a new valve stem and
seals that feature the latest in high temperature technologies increasing heat resistance and
longevity. These polished Cylinder Heads are pressure tested using
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magnetic detection to eliminate the chance of cracks or flaws unseen by the human eye. Before
each head is mated their block using the correct torque valve we vacuum test all seals for
proper seating. Triple angled cutters are used to machine the valve seats ensuring proper
pressures and flow. All valves, valve springs and valve guides must pass our stringent process
of meeting and exceeding OEM specifications. Heads are aligned for proper bore consistency.
Every remanufactured long block has been specifically engineered to help improve the inherent
flaws and failure points that can be found in many of today's engines. Our Chrysler, Jeep,
Dodge 5. The can be found in Dodge vehicles like the Magnum, Dakota, Durango, Chrysler,
Jeep, Dodge 5. Tax excluded Delivery: 1 to 3 weeks. Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Custom long
block assembly We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head until perfect alignment and sealing of
the head gasket is achieved. Product Details. Condition New product. Quick view.

